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As the number of children with autism 
continues to grow exponentially, our society 
faces an overwhelming number of impacted 
individuals moving into and through 
adulthood.

The need for effective, research-based, 
and person-centered services to improve 
lifelong outcomes has never been greater.

At May Institute, we are committed 
to advancing innovative care 
across the lifespan.
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Lightning in a bottle.

That is how one May employee describes that “aha moment” in a student’s eyes that makes it all 
worthwhile. It’s the moment of sudden realization or comprehension that results in a person grasping 
something — whether it be a concept or a skill or a connection — for the first time.

Those moments can and do occur across every stage of an individual’s life. They require expertise, 
patience, scientific rigor and, sometimes, an innovative approach or perspective.

Innovative care at May Institute manifests itself in many different ways. It is as individualized as the person 
receiving the care, and requires truly going to the point of need. For Yolanda’s family, it meant providing 
services in shelters and hotels until the family stabilized. For others, like Kevin, it meant allocating the 
resources and supports necessary to allow him to die with dignity in the only place that has truly been his 
home.

We invite you to meet Yolanda, Kevin, and others in these pages. They are the reason we strive every day to 
provide necessary and innovative care across the lifespan. Thank you for your support of those efforts.

Stephen S. Young     Lauren Cyd Solotar

our messageOUR MESSAGE     

Stephen S. Young
Board of Trustees Chair

Lauren Cyd Solotar, Ph.D., ABPP
President and Chief Executive Officer
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YOLANDA

In most cultures, raising children takes the proverbial village. 
We are born into a family and into a larger community. The May Center for Early Intervention (EI) in 
West Springfield, Mass., is a part of that community, serving children under 3 who have or are at risk for 
developmental delays. Just as every child has a unique mix of challenges, so do families. Yolanda’s story is 
also the story of her family.

Several years ago, our EI team started working with 2-year-old Jason to address speech delays and social 
skill deficits. His parents, Amber and Wilfredo, have intellectual limitations; they didn’t complete high 
school and aren't able to drive or work. Yolanda was born just as Jason aged out of the EI program. She 
was a preemie with no apparent delays, so she wasn’t initially eligible for services.

| pər-sĬs′tens | n.
Continuing a course 
of action in spite of 
difficulty

Faces, voices, lives at May Institute

persistence
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YOLANDA
May’s EI staff re-engaged a year later when 
the family was asked to leave the overcrowded 
house where they were living. So Yolanda, 
Jason, Wilfredo, and Amber were moved to 
a hotel shelter. One month later, Willy was 
born — resulting in a family of five in a hotel room 
with one bed. 

EI staff Alison Bartone and Pat Manning advocated 
on behalf of the family for more appropriate, 
stable housing. The five eventually moved to 
a larger hotel room with two beds; then to a 
family shelter where they met a case worker 
who understood their needs. She found them an 
apartment and now helps Amber and Wilfredo 
with tasks like paying the bills and keeping food in 
the house. 

Pat started working with 1-year-old Yolanda who 
was not progressing as she should; she was not 
able to sit up, play with toys, or interact. She 
would cry constantly; no one could comfort her. 
When Willy was 6 months old, Alison joined her 
co-worker Pat in the home once a week in order 
to support both children. 

Yolanda and baby Willy were on the same page 
in their skills and needs. No additional therapies 
could be introduced for Yolanda because she 
wasn’t tolerating anyone in her space. For two 
months, Alison just sat on the floor with Yolanda 
and rocked her. 

Eventually, they began therapy: playing, 
interacting, working on why she was crying. After 
six months, with the family stabilized in their 

apartment, Yolanda was able to participate with 
occupational, physical, and speech therapists. 
After a full year of successful therapy, she turned 3 
and was no longer eligible for EI services. 

Yolanda was accepted into preschool in August. 
She’s now talking nonstop, enjoys playgroups, and 
doesn’t cry when away from mom or dad. Yolanda 
is still shy, but in a typical way. “She has come a 
long way,” says Pat. “From not being able to look 
anyone in the eye… to this outgoing, happy little 
girl. It’s such an encouraging result in a relatively 
short period of time; even more so considering 
the upheaval and challenges her family faced 
during her first three years.”

Yolanda is engaging, social, and confident in her 
language with people she knows. She has come 
out of her shell and into her own little personality. 
“I’m no longer worried about her succeeding in 
school and socially,” says Alison.

The EI team serves about 100 children with 
developmental delays. “We are often the first 
ones in when a child needs support,” says Alison. 
“Sometimes there’s only so much you can do for 
the kids until you help mom and dad, too.” Willy 
qualifies for services until he turns 3, so Alison and 
Pat will be "in the house” and connected to the 
family for another year.

This work  is emblematic of our commitment to 
supporting families in ways that will enhance 
an individual’s progress and well-being, and to 
delivering services at the point of need. In the 
business of hope, everyone has a role to play. 

Faces, voices, lives at May Institute
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May Institute is a 
national leader in 
the field of applied 
behavior analysis, 
proudly serving 
individuals with 
autism spectrum 
disorder and other 
developmental 
disabilities, 
brain injury and 
neurobehavioral 
disorders, and other 
special needs. 

our impactOUR IMPACT     
Founded more than 60 years 
ago, May Institute is a nonprofit 
organization that provides 
educational and rehabilitative 
services across the lifespan. We 
also provide consultation 
services to professionals, 
organizations, and public school 
systems.

The organization is one of the 
largest and most well-respected 
providers of autism services in 
Massachusetts and in the United 
States, with an expanding global 
reach. We have been a pioneer in 
developing and delivering 
research-based programs for 
individuals with special needs. 

With corporate headquarters in 
Randolph, Mass., and an annual 
operating budget of $123.1 
million, May Institute serves 
thousands of individuals and their 
families annually through more 
than 140 service locations. The 
organization is led by an 
exemplary executive leadership 
team and supported by a highly 
trained and motivated workforce 
of more than 2,000 employees.

May Institute has its roots in a 
family’s vision of enabling 
children with autism and other 
disabilities to lead the fullest lives 
possible. In 1955, Dr. Jacques and 
Marie-Anne May founded one of 
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the first community-based 
schools in the world for children 
on the spectrum. Little was 
known about autism at the time, 
and children with autism were 
typically institutionalized for life. 
Two of the school’s first students 
were the May’s twin boys.

This groundbreaking school 
became the first in May Institute’s 
national network of programs 
renowned for exceptional 
treatment and compassionate 
care for children with autism. Two 
decades later, in the 1970s, May 
Institute was at the forefront of 
developing community-based 
systems of care for adults with 
developmental disabilities who 
had long been institutionalized.

As an active center of research 
and training, May Institute 
maintains affiliations with 50 
universities, hospitals, and human 
service agencies worldwide. Our 
staff have authored hundreds of 
peer-reviewed journal articles, 
book chapters, and books, and 
have delivered thousands of 
presentations to regional, 
national, and international 
audiences. 

May Institute is the first nonprofit 
human services organization in 
the country to receive top 
national honors from the Society 
for the Advancement of Behavior 
Analysis (SABA) and the 
Association for Behavioral and 
Cognitive Therapies (ABCT). May 

Institute has received the 
Outstanding Training Program 
Award from ABCT and the Award 
for Enduring Programmatic 
Contributions in Behavior 
Analysis from SABA. 

Now in its seventh decade, the 
organization continues to take a 
leadership role in providing 
applied behavior analytic 
services in schools, clinics, group 
homes, and other community-
based service settings. Drawing 
on its many established service 
models, May continues to 
develop new programs to meet 
the needs of individuals and 
families across the country and 
worldwide.
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“For me, it’s that moment when a student-athlete recognizes 
that the medal around his neck is really his. You can just see his face light 
up. It’s extraordinary.”

The impact of such a moment is apparent as Alan Anselmi describes his job as Adapted Physical Education 
Teacher at the May Center School for Autism and Developmental Disabilities, and the life events that led 
him here.

As a child, Alan’s favorite class was gym. He enjoyed playing sports and challenging himself. Not 
surprisingly, he majored in physical education in college. During his senior year, he had an internship in 

ALAN

| străt′ə-jē | n.
A plan of action 
intended to accomplish 
a specific goal

strategy

Faces, voices, lives
at May Institute
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adapted physical education. “I discovered my 
life’s passion!” he remembers. “I loved the way 
I was able to help kids who found movement 
challenging learn to move their bodies. I loved 
how I could share my joy of movement with them.”

Alan knew he wanted to work with individuals 
with special needs, so after college he applied 
for a job at one of May Institute’s residential 
homes. He spent three years there before a 
physical education position opened up at the 
May Center School. “As it turned out, it was the 
perfect preparation,” he says. “I learned the ropes 
of working with individuals with autism and the 
fundamentals of applied behavior analysis (ABA). 
I was able to translate what I had learned at the 
residential program into the physical education 
curriculum.”

He applies that knowledge of ABA directly 
to his teaching. “I’ve broken my gym class 
down into hundreds and hundreds of discrete 
trials — activities with a concrete beginning and 
end. I do my best to communicate clearly and 
make abstract concepts more understandable for 
the kids. I try to anticipate obstacles and possible 
pitfalls, and create activities to help students 
better navigate the rough spots.” 

Alan approaches each activity from the student’s 
point of view. “I look at and break down all of 
our work and then build it up from the student’s 
perspective. I’m using their perspective to help 
me better understand how I communicate and 
relay my expectations. To become better at 
teaching kids with autism, we need to understand 
how they see the world.”

When some students began participating in the 
Special Olympics games, Alan saw an opportunity 
to expand access to the games. Because of 
logistics, as well as the varying abilities of the 
students, about 10 percent of the children and 
adolescents at the May Center School were able 
to participate in Special Olympics. Then, a few 
years ago, Special Olympics introduced “Day 
Games” to schools in Massachusetts. 

“This was perfect for us because we could design 
a game schedule to fit our student population, and 
do it right on our campus,” Alan explains. “As a 
result, about 90 percent of our students were able 
to participate this year.” Alan spearheaded the 
Day Games at the May Center, and is very proud 
of the success of the event.

Alan’s approach to teaching physical education to 
children with autism, along with his enthusiasm 
and skill, caught the attention of the folks at 
Special Olympics. They asked him to provide 
training to coaches from around the state. “I’ve 
been happy to share my approach,” he says.

It’s been 17 years since Alan took on the 
Physical Education curriculum at the May Center 
School. He continues to experience those 
exciting moments when he sees a child make a 
connection, play catch for the first time, or light up 
at the medal around their neck. “Those moments 
never get old,” he says. They are what drives 
teachers like Alan to keep working at it. 

He even has a name for those moments. 
Lightening in a bottle.
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OUR MISSIONour mission

May Institute proudly serves individuals across the lifespan with autism, developmental disabilities, 
intellectual disabilities, neurological disorders, behavior disorders, and mental illness to promote 
independence, choice, dignity, and respect. We provide compassionate and caring educational, 
therapeutic, habilitative, and consulting services grounded in evidence-based practice.

May Institute is committed to excellence in specialized services through training, research, and the highest 
level of professional expertise to meet the broad range of needs in individuals, families, schools, and 
communities.

OUR VISION
We will make a difference every day in the lives 
of the children, adolescents, and adults we 
serve.

As a service provider, we will:

 ● Deliver the highest quality services and state-
of-the-art interventions

 ● Commit to continual service improvements 
through research

 ● Maintain fiscal stability through sound 
management and growth strategies

As an employer, we will:

 ● Be an employer of choice with the best 
trained, dedicated, and diverse workforce

 ● Foster an environment of respect 

 ● Facilitate excellent and open lines of 
communication

As a recognized leader, we will:

 ● Provide innovative, evidence-based care 

 ● Hire experts in the field

 ● Publish research and present at national 
conferences

 ● Promote transparency and accountability to 
our stakeholders

our vision
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May Institute is committed to the application of 

behavioral, cognitive-behavioral, and other 

evidence-based interventions to improve the lives 

of individuals with a range of developmental, 

neurobehavioral, and psychological needs and to 

support the systems and communities in which they 

function. We believe that all individuals deserve the 

most effective interventions with the highest level 

of fidelity, social significance, respect, and cultural 

responsiveness.

Our interdisciplinary staff values the integration of 

science and practice. Our staff demonstrates 

proficiency in evidence-based practices such as 

applied behavior analysis, direct instruction, 

positive behavioral interventions and supports, and 

cognitive behavioral therapy. Our overarching 

clinical practice is dedicated to system-wide 

positive behavioral interventions and supports 

(SWPBIS). As such, we utilize a multi-tiered model of 

service delivery to tailor our services to the needs 

of our consumers across our continuum of services. 

We believe that evidence-based interventions are 

most effective when applied as early as possible, 

that progress must be continually monitored, that 
decisions about service delivery are based on 
clinical data, and that new or replacement 
behaviors can be taught. Our interventions are 
culturally responsive and respectful.

We have an active program of applied clinical 
research. We contribute to the professional 
literature and disseminate our work through 
presentations at regional and national conferences 
and in peer-reviewed journals. We utilize science 
and data-based decision making to enhance our 
programs and the quality of life for those we serve. 
We are actively involved in professional 
associations and affiliations with agencies that 
share our commitment to evidence-based practice.

We actively and continuously engage in program 
improvement using the principles of Access, 
Effectiveness, Efficiency, and Satisfaction. We utilize 
data technologies to continuously monitor relevant 
indicators and outcomes and to inform quality 
improvement across the organization to enhance 
the lives of individuals, families, and communities 
we serve.

OUR CLINICAL PHILOSOPHYour clinical philosophy
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This story begins in Northern California in the late 90s. Apple ranked 
8th among computer companies and was struggling. But the troubled tech company launched a new ad 
campaign: Think different. It challenged people to try something new, think outside the box.

Meanwhile, just 30 miles south of Silicon Valley, The Bay School (TBS) was founded in Santa Cruz. And a 
boy named Elijah came into the world.

Elijah, now 19, is a student at TBS (a May Center School for Autism and Developmental Disabilities); he has 
attended the school since he was six years old. He had been receiving in-home applied behavior analysis 
(ABA) services from another provider, but that ended when insurance refused to continue coverage, 
saying that Elijah was unlikely to make any further progress. 

ELIJAH

| sĬn′ər-jē |  n.
Cooperative interaction 
among groups that 
creates an enhanced 
combined effect

Faces, voices, lives at May Institute

synergy
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“That week,” recalls his mother, Gina, “we 
received a letter from May Institute offering 
in-home ABA support.” Insurance again refused 
to pay. “I’m very thankful to May for standing by 
us and not giving up. We submitted three times 
and then appealed to the state which required 
the insurance provider to cover this. It took eight 
months.” This past March, Elijah began receiving 
in-home ABA services from May Institute in 
conjunction with his school program.

Typically developing children learn different 
things at school and at home. There are synergies 
between the two environments and a natural 
generalization of skills. Elijah’s family has seen 
the importance of the connection between school 
and home. “I think that is a key to helping Elijah 
achieve his fullest potential,” notes Gina. 

Alison Finitzer was the Assistant Director of 
Education at TBS before launching our in-home 
ABA services in California. Her familiarity with 
Elijah and his school program created an instant 
trust with the family. She was able to see the 
challenges and opportunities Elijah experienced at 
home.

“Elijah can speak a little, but unfamiliar listeners 
have a hard time with his articulation,” Alison 
explains. One day, Elijah was attempting to ask for 
something and Gina gave him his communications 
device. He pushed it away. Then he walked over 
to Alison and attempted to ask her, but she didn’t 
understand either. Frustrated, he picked up his 
iPhone and moved on to his next activity. 

In that moment, Alison realized the additional 
potential of the iPhone. Elijah’s growing comfort 
with the iPhone — and the fact that he loved 

it — meant they could continue to increase its 
uses. So they collaborated with Elijah’s team at 
school, including his speech therapist, teacher, 
and the school’s executive director, to transition 
him to using speech software on his iPhone. Elijah 
quickly learned to say, “Can I have my iPhone?” 

“We’ve also been teaching him how to do other 
things with his iPhone. He’ll use his calendar/
reminder app to schedule all of his tasks: empty 
the dishwasher, take a shower, eat dinner, then 
play a game. He will ask for whatever help he may 
need along the way — but he is able to navigate 
between activities independently.”

With non-verbal learners, it is difficult to know 
when they understand something but cannot 
communicate it. “Elijah consistently surprises us 
with what he can respond to,” says Alison. “It’s 
exciting to see that he knows more than he’s been 
able to convey.” 

Elijah and his grandparents share weekly video 
calls, and now he can have more of a conversation 
with them. He can also navigate the aisles at the 
supermarket with the shopping list on his phone. 
“He’s made so much progress in so many ways,” 
says Gina, with a mix of maternal pride and 
appreciation. “Alison and the TBS team continue 
to introduce apps/functions to his iPhone, allowing 
him more choices. Now he’s able to add reminders 
and receive reinforcement via his iPhone.”

New technology and Elijah’s ability to use it opens 
up new avenues of communication and greater 
independence as he approaches adulthood. 

He continues to make progress once thought 
unlikely. Think different.  

ELIJAH
Faces, voices, lives at May Institute
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our professional centersOUR PROFESSIONAL CENTERS
At May Institute, we accomplish our mission of providing exceptional services, 
training, and research through our Professional Centers. Each Center is guided 
by a senior manager with extensive experience and clinical expertise. These 
leaders are responsible for ensuring the quality and integrity of the Centers’ 
activities.

373 children served

340 educators trained

162 schools received PBIS services

82,302 students benefited  
from PBIS

952 families received therapeutic 
services

Home- and Center-based Services School-based Services

Our centers provide consultation and 
professional development to public 
school systems to enhance services for 
students with learning, cognitive, and 
behavioral challenges. We also provide 
technical assistance and consultation 
to implement school-wide Positive 
Behavioral Interventions and Supports 
(PBIS), promoting student achievement 
by improving the school’s behavioral 
climate.

Our centers offer home-based and 
center-based ABA therapy for children 
and adolescents with ASD and a 
range of special needs. Home-based 
consultation and early intervention 
programs help families develop 
effective strategies to support their 
children’s development in the home 
and community.

44 families accessed services

MAY CENTERS FOR ABA SERVICESMAY CENTER FOR  
EVALUATION AND TREATMENT

Our assessment and treatment clinic 
serves children, adolescents, adults, 
and families. Our licensed professionals 
provide evidence-based diagnostic 
assessments of ASD using the Autism 
Diagnostic Observation Schedule™ as 
well as therapeutic services for a range 
of mental health diagnoses.

CALIFORNIA
GEORGIA

MASSACHUSETTS
NORTH CAROLINA

VIRGINIAMASSACHUSETTS

Service Centers
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OUR PROFESSIONAL CENTERS

MASSACHUSETTS
FLORIDA

MASSACHUSETTS

235 students attended day schools

94 students attended a day school 
and residential program

373 individuals lived in 
community-based residences

367 individuals attended day 
habilitation and vocational programs

Our centers offer a wide range of ABA 
community-based programs for adults 
with ASD and other developmental 
disabilities. These services include 
residential group homes and 
supported living apartments, 
shared living opportunities, and day 
habilitation centers. We also provide 
specialized residential programs for 
older adolescents with significant 
behavioral needs.

MAY CENTERS FOR  
ADULT SERVICES

25 students attended day school

36 students attended day school  
and residential program

CALIFORNIA
MASSACHUSETTS

Our private special education schools 
offer full-day, year-round ABA 
educational services to children and 
adolescents with ASD and related 
disorders. The schools are nationally 
recognized for combining best practices 
from the fields of applied behavior 
analysis and special education. Many 
of our students also receive residential 
services through community-based 
residential programs.

Our private special education school 
is nationally recognized for providing 
exceptional services to children, 
adolescents, and young adults with 
traumatic brain injury and other 
neurological conditions. The school 
is one of only a handful of pediatric 
programs in the U.S. focusing on ABA 
education and rehabilitation. Families 
may combine school services with 
community-based residential programs.

MAY CENTER SCHOOLS
Brain Injury and  

Neurobehavioral Disorders
Autism and Developmental 

Disabilities
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The center is dedicated to supporting effective, evidence-based treatment approaches 
for ASD, and to providing direction to families, practitioners, organizations, 
policymakers, and funders. 

The center’s unprecedented multi-year project — the National Standards 
Project — developed a set of standards for effective, research-validated educational 
and behavioral interventions for children and adults on the spectrum. These standards 
identify treatments that effectively target the core symptoms of ASD. The resulting 
National Standards Report (2009, 2015) is the most comprehensive analysis available 
to date about treatments for children, adolescents, and adults with ASD.

Our online library provides practical knowledge to inform parents and professionals 
about ASD and best practices in applied behavior analytical interventions.  

NATIONAL AUTISM CENTER AT MAY INSTITUTE
MAY CENTERS FOR  

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

Our centers provide specialized 
clinical care to at-risk children 
and adolescents with emotional 
disturbances, behavioral issues, and 
school and learning problems. We 
also serve adults with a wide range of 
severe psychiatric disorders through 
day treatment and community support, 
and treat individuals with emotional 
and behavioral concerns. 

GLOBALMASSACHUSETTS

779 individuals accessed services

National  
Autism Center  
at May InstituteService Centers, cont.

OUR PROFESSIONAL CENTERS
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MAY CENTER FOR  
APPLIED RESEARCH  
AND PEER REVIEW

MAY CENTER FOR  
ADVANCED STUDIES

MAY CENTER FOR  
GLOBAL SERVICES

The center provides customizable 
onsite and remote training and 
consultation services for ASD and 
other developmental disabilities. 
We also offer technical assistance to 
governmental agencies regarding 
systems of care, including diagnosis, 
treatment, and operational 
management of services.  

Recent partnerships have included 
organizations from Oman, Abu Dhabi, 
China, and Singapore.

The center directs, supervises, and 
coordinates research activities at May 
Institute. The center also directs and 
supports comprehensive research 
activities within our educational 
and healthcare services. The center 
supports an active agenda of 
publication in peer-reviewed journals 
as well as professional presentations 
at national and international 
conferences.

The center offers lifelong learning 
opportunities to May Institute 
employees. A wide array of 
educational programs, offered in 
conjunction with top colleges and 
universities, is designed to meet the 
needs of employees at every stage 
of their education and career — from 
those just beginning to work in the 
human services field, to those in 
pre-doctoral and doctoral programs, 
as well as senior-level staff attaining 
advanced licenses and credentials.

Consultation, Training, 
and Research Centers

GLOBAL GLOBAL NATIONAL
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AMAYA

Two things everyone learns quickly about Amaya: she is very 
social, and she loves to sing. She seeks out interaction with staff and her peers all 
day long. And wherever Amaya goes, there is song! Her musical tastes are eclectic. Nineties music, like 
Britney Spears and Backstreet Boys, and the classics Lean on Me and Somewhere Over The Rainbow 
(which she performed in the school show last year after being coached by Music Teacher Erik James). 
According to Amaya’s mother, Ann, her repertoire also runs to rap and hip hop. “The staff at school has 
definitely leveraged Amaya’s desire for interaction and her love of music to help focus and motivate her.”

Each of us is motivated by different  things. The same is true for the individuals we serve. Teaching 
communication and social skills, which are core deficits of autism, can be challenging and time-intensive. 
Identifying the things that a person most enjoys — and really wants to work for — helps build their core 

Faces, voices, lives
at May Institute

| här′mə     -nē | n. 
A consistent, orderly, or 
pleasing arrangement 
of parts; congruity

harmony
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skills, makes them happy, and increases the 
likelihood of future success.

For Amaya, music is her motivator and 
reinforcement. It’s her reward when she finishes 
her work or tasks, and during potentially difficult 
transition times. Singing is also a great and 
socially acceptable way for her to seek out 
attention.

Amaya enrolled at the May Center School for 
Autism and Developmental Disabilities at the age 
of 14. Her teacher Samantha remembers, “When 
she first arrived, Amaya’s aggressive behaviors 
were frequent and fairly intense.”

But the seven years since then have been good 
ones for Amaya. They haven’t always been easy, 
but she has made strong and steady progress. 
“Amaya can still have her moments,” Sam 
observes, “but now those behaviors are pretty 
few and far between.”

“Sometimes Amaya just gets stuck,” says Sam. 
“Given her love of music, staff began seeing 
opportunities to engage with her using fun, 
singsong prompts.” Now those prompts are part 
of her daily routine, and move her easily from one 
task to another. For instance, Amaya and Sam 
work together when it’s time for Amaya to make 
her oatmeal. Sam will start: First we get out the 
oatmeal… then we go to the kitchen… then we 
open the oatmeal… pour it in the bowl… “and 
Amaya will join in and sing along and off we go.”

When Amaya was 18, she transitioned to a May 
residence. Although it was tremendously difficult 
for her parents, Amaya seemed ready for it. Her 
sister had left for college some years earlier and 

Amaya had grown restless at home. “I don’t think 
there was enough excitement and stimulation for 
her,” recalls Ann. Her father George adds, “We 
were worried about how Amaya would handle the 
transition, but she settled in easily and took to it 
quite well.” Utilizing music as part of her behavior 
support plan in the residence created consistency 
across settings for her.

“Amaya has learned, much better than we ever 
thought she would, how to be in close quarters 
with other people in the house and riding in the 
van,” George explains. “There are still sporadic 
episodes of a hair pull here or a grab there, but 
by and large it was thrilling for us to step into the 
house and see her snuggled between two people 
on the sofa — not something she could do easily 
before. She’s come a long way.”

This coming spring Amaya turns 22, which means 
two big transitions: moving to a new group 
residence and adult day program. Ann and George 
are making plans and anticipating what’s next 
for Amaya with less trepidation now. “The goal 
is to make sure she’s happy and surrounded by a 
supportive, caring staff,” says Ann. “Then she can 
have those positive interactions with people she 
loves.”

Music will help her do that. It makes her happy. 
“And,” adds George, “when Amaya is happy, she 
makes everyone around her happy.”

Samantha agrees. “I can be having a hard day, 
but then Amaya comes in and she’s singing True 
Colors — and suddenly I feel great!”
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2017 BY THE NUMBERS

144 

3,278 
INDIVIDUALS &  

FAMILIES SERVED       

TRAINED more than

1,000

AT A GLANCE 

90 DONORS 
to May Center 
School Randolph 
SPLASH PAD

125 DONORS 
to The Bay School 

PLAYGROUND

IMPACT

ANNUAL REVENUE 

$123.1M+

HOW YOU HELPED

$815,411 GIFTS from 
INDIVIDUALS, CORPORATIONS, 
FOUNDATIONS, and COMMUNITY 
PARTNERS

RAISED through

INDIVIDUALS 
through GLOBAL SERVICES

PROGRAMS 
AND SITES
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EDUCATORS TRAINED 82,302 
STUDENTS 
benefited from 
PBIS SERVICES

SCHOOLS 
received 

162

2,122
EMPLOYEES

35 doctoral-level staff

80 behavior analysts

34 staff in nursing positions

EXPANDED number of
RESIDENCES to 105

211  
STUDENTS 

PARTICIPATED 
in vocational and 

supported employment

714 
EMPLOYEES

 participated in 
DIVERSITY & 
INCLUSION 
Training Initiatives

PBIS [POSITIVE BEHAVIORAL 
INTERVENTIONS AND SUPPORTS] 
SERVICES

340 
PUBLIC 
SCHOOL

for use by individuals 
served and clinical 
staff across programs

336 NEW 
iPADS/TABLETS

MAY You Be Healthy Initiative
36 pieces of EXERCISE 
EQUIPMENT to be used 
by the adults and students in 
our programs

18  
WELLNESS ACTIVITY OUTINGS
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our financials
REVENUE BY SERVICE

REVENUE SOURCES EXPENDITURES

1.0% BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES AND CLINICS

49.1% 
ADULT RESIDENTIAL  
AND DAY PROGRAMS

38.7%  
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

9.1%      
HOME-, SCHOOL-, AND CENTER-

BASED SERVICES

2.1% 
ADMINISTRATION, PHILANTHROPY, AND SPECIAL PROJECTS

72.2%

PROGRAM PERSONNEL

PROGRAM 
FACILITIES

CORPORATE 
ADMINISTRATION

PHILANTHROPY 9.3%
8%

0.5%

OTHER PROGRAM 
EXPENSES                                                  

10% 

OUR FINANCIALS

2.5% 3%
2.1%

40.4%  
STATE CONTRACT

CONSULTING & 
MANAGEMENT FEES

OTHER SOURCES
3RD PARTY INSURANCE

TUITION

CLIENT FEES

12%

40%

%based on the 
total revenue of

$123,130,634
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June 30, 2017 June 30, 2016
ASSETS

Cash  $  1,028,903   $  1,805,638 

Custodial and Escrow  $  684,917   $  578,554 

Investments  $  7,522,442   $  6,920,728 

Board Designated Funds  $  903,750   $  833,800 

Deposits and Prepaids  $  1,068,041   $  679,150 

Net Accounts Receivable  $  13,489,746   $  11,278,884 

Other  $  761,477   $  489,375 

TOTAL CURRENT AND OTHER ASSETS  $  25,459,276   $  22,586,129 

NET PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT  $  31,567,835   $  32,215,528 

TOTAL ASSETS  $  57,027,111   $  54,801,657 

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES  $  6,947,251   $  6,179,405 

LONG TERM LIABILITIES  $  23,682,836   $  24,645,926 

OTHER LIABILITIES  $  978,138   $  543,006 

NET ASSETS  $  25,418,886   $  23,433,320 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS  $  57,027,111   $  54,801,657 

June 30, 2017 June 30, 2016
REVENUE SOURCES

STATE CONTRACT  $  49,781,601   $  50,390,668 

TUITION  $  49,205,704   $  40,869,858 

THIRD PARTY INSURANCE  $  14,754,842   $  15,430,890 

CONSULTING AND MANAGEMENT FEES  $  3,122,504   $  3,097,312 

CLIENT FEES  $  3,627,634   $  3,601,744 

OTHER SOURCES  $  2,638,349   $  1,752,865 

TOTAL  $  123,130,634   $  115,143,337 

EXPENDITURES
PROGRAM PERSONNEL  $  87,511,634   $  82,176,570 

PROGRAM FACILITIES  $  11,226,940   $  10,712,994 

CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION  $  12,112,311   $  11,714,128 

PHILANTHROPY  $  603,923   $  626,438

OTHER PROGRAM EXPENSES  $  9,690,260   $  8,857,228 

TOTAL  $  121,145,068   $  114,087,358 

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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Faces, voices, lives at May Institute
JENNEL

“Serving Jennel is part science, part art,” says Justin Kelly, Clinical Director of 
the May Center for Adult Services in Eastern Massachusetts.

When we first met Jennel, she was in a hospital crisis stabilization unit. Unfortunately, there was no place 
for her to go; other providers were reluctant to serve her.

Jennel is a funny, outgoing woman with minor intellectual disabilities, complex mental health challenges, 
and intense medical concerns. Her difficulties began at an early age. Adopted into a family with 10 
children, she was placed in a residential facility for children with severe developmental disabilities and 
behavioral disorders at the age of 15. As an adult, Jennel has received services at a number of facilities. 
She has experienced many failed placements.

| ĕn-dŏo r′əns | n.
The state or fact of 
persevering; stamina

endurance
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Faces, voices, lives at May Institute
JENNEL

“There were not many options left for Jennel,” 
says Justin. “When I first met her at the time of 
her assessment, she really tried to ‘pitch’ herself 
to us. She had a lot of challenges. However, 
we pride ourselves on serving people with 
complex diagnoses, and I knew we could help 
Jennel. She is very smart and capable. I knew 
it would require significant resources, but I was 
confident we could provide the structure and the 
environment she needed to flourish. She is savvy 
and sophisticated,” he continues. “Consistency is 
critical when working with her.”

Jennel seeks attention, and cannot discriminate 
between positive and negative attention. When 
she first came to live at a May Institute residence, 
she frequently sought attention by insisting on 
accessing medical services. Sometimes she would 
declare herself “unsafe” when she was out in 
the community, knowing that a concerned citizen 
would call 911. “It’s the attention that she wants,” 
says Justin. 

To effectively care for Jennel and help her 
overcome some of the debilitating challenges she 
faced, we trained staff to use Dialectical Behavior 
Therapy (DBT), an evidence-based therapy that 
has proven effective for people with mental 
health challenges. DBT skills include mindfulness, 
emotion regulation, distress tolerance, and 
interpersonal effectiveness.

DBT worked for Jennel by helping her develop a 
number of coping skills, including journaling. Now, 
when she is unable to get the undivided attention 
she craves from a staff person, she writes her 

thoughts and feelings in the journal and schedules 
time with a staff member to review what she had 
written.

“We also gave Jennel appropriate access to highly 
trained nurses who can help her with her medical 
concerns and reduce the likelihood that she will 
seek inappropriate emergency services,” adds 
Justin.

Jennel has made significant progress in the past 
year. Our approach of combining evidence-based 
therapy with compassionate care has really work 
for her. “I think other providers failed with her 
because they underestimated her abilities,” says 
Justin.

Jennel is eager to please, be accepted, 
and develop relationships. She has worked 
exceptionally hard to lose more than 50 pounds 
since she has been with us. With staff support, 
she has been utilizing local gyms, accessing 
nutritionists, and using exercise equipment within 
the home.

Looking to the future, Jennel’s caregivers are 
hopeful that she will be able to overcome 
challenges in order to hold down a part-time job, 
continue to be a strong advocate for herself, and 
perhaps become an advocate for other people 
with special needs.

Jennel is hopeful as well. “Everybody gives up 
on me,” she says. “I’m really lucky that May didn’t 
give up on me. Now I’m getting better.”
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our philanthropy highlights

Signature Employment Grant
The Kessler Foundation awarded May Institute and its National 

Autism Center a two-year $250,000 grant to help fund the 
Meaningful Jobs Initiative, a collaborative venture between 
May and WORK Inc., the largest employer of people with 
disabilities in New England.

This innovative employment program will identify, train, 
and support adults with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) 

for potential employment in the security industry in New 
England.  One of the project goals is to develop guidelines 

for best practices on how to create a positive work 
environment for people with ASD. 

OUR PHILANTHROPY HIGHLIGHTS

The Bay School 
Playground
The Bay School in 
Santa Cruz, Calif., 
has a new safe and 
accessible 
playground for 
students to enjoy 
year-round. Led by 
parent Jesse Gonzalez, 
school families used 
social media to raise nearly 
$35,000 to install a poured-in-
place safety surface. Thanks to the Home 
Depot Foundation, garden beds and benches 
were installed to make it a more beautiful play 
space.
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OUR PHILANTHROPY HIGHLIGHTS
May Center School 
Splash Pad 
More than $60,000 was 
raised for the splash pad 
installation at the May 
Center School for Autism 
and Developmental 

Disabilities in Randolph, 
Mass., where our students will 

have countless opportunities to 
learn, exercise, and play together. 

The splash pad was ready for use 
this summer thanks to nearly 100 

donors including Sabrina Manno, who 
spearheaded the parent appeal; Dr. George 
Verghese and Dr. Ann Kailath, who issued 
an inspiring challenge grant to the families; 
and Philanthropy Committee chairman Neal 
Todrys, who initiated a Board of Trustees 
challenge.  In addition, we are grateful to 
Ronald McDonald House Charities of 

Eastern New England and the Amelia 
Peabody Charitable Fund for grant 

support of this special project.  
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OUR PHILANTHROPY HIGHLIGHTS

To view a photo album from the events, visit www.mayinstitute.org/give/special-events.html

Spring Events
This spring, two events with the theme "Where Hope and 

Possibility Blossom" provided an opportunity for 
socializing and networking while raising $185,000 to 
help support technology enhancements in May’s 
special education schools, children’s home- and 
center-based programs, and adult programs. Each 
evening featured a silent auction of handmade 
artwork created by students from the May Center 

Schools and individuals from adult services programs 
throughout Massachusetts. 

Valued corporate sponsors recognized at both events 
were: Brown & Brown of Massachusetts; Century Bank; 

Telamon Insurance and Financial Network; 596 Summer 
Street; HUB International; Liberty Mutual Insurance; Todson, Inc.; 

and Equity Industrial Partners.

West Springfield May Center School parent Yuchen Fama of Hartford 
Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company, with the school’s 

Director of Education Marc D’Amore and Teacher Kalli Bonin.

Work Inc. CEO James Cassetta with 
Stephen Peck, Senior Vice President at 

Brown & Brown of Massachusetts.
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OUR PHILANTHROPY HIGHLIGHTS
May Philanthropy Committee Chair and Board member Neal Todrys, 
Kelley St. Clair, and President and CEO Dr. Lauren Solotar.

May’s CFO Debra Blair, Senior Vice President of 
Business Development Carol Molina, and Board 

member Lee Ann Fatalo.
May President and CEO Dr. Lauren Solotar 

addressing the Boston attendees.

Boston
Ashton McCombs, a parent from the May Center for Adult 
Services in Eastern Massachusetts, spoke about his 
daughter’s journey to get to May Institute and the family’s 
search for the right supports and services. Mr. McCombs 
expressed his family’s deep appreciation for the May 
Institute staff and the services his daughter has received. 

Ashton McCombs with Assistant Program Coordinator Susan 
Sharpe and Program Coordinator Deanna Neal of the May 

Center for Adult Services in Eastern Mass.

Holyoke
Kelley St. Clair, a parent from the May Center School for Autism 

and Developmental Disabilities in West Springfield, Mass., was 
the featured speaker. Mrs. St. Clair noted the impact May Institute 

has had on her family and, in particular, on her son Mikey. To learn 
more about Mikey’s story, visit mayinstitute.org/championsofcare.
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Faces, voices, lives
at May Institute

KEVIN

Kevin’s life spans the chasm between the dark days of 
institutionalization and a much more enlightened future.
Barbara was not yet two years old in 1953 when her baby brother came along. Eighteen months later, 
Kevin contracted encephalitis. No one expected him to survive, and yet he did. But he was left with severe 
seizures, intellectual disability, and behavioral problems. “There was no such thing as early intervention. 
No treatments. No supports. No help. No hope,” recalls Barbara. “There was no expectation of anything 
for kids like Kev.”

The family kept him home for as long as they could. When he was 8, Kevin went to live at a state 
institution, which would be his home for the next 30 years. He was clever and independent, qualities that 

| stĕd′făst′ |  adj. 
Firmly loyal or constant; 
unwavering

steadfast
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helped him survive in a harsh environment. In the 
transition to deinstitutionalization in the early 90s, 
he and two other men from the institution moved 
to a May residence. It would be home for the rest 
of their lives.

“The guys” quickly acclimated. Kevin, Danny, and 
Paul became more engaged. They attended a 
May Day Habilitation program together and got 
along well at home. They each did their own thing. 
One liked to watch the news, another was a fan 
of Jeopardy! The three friends enjoyed dining 
out each week. They also traveled well together, 
going to Disney World and on cruises and road 
trips. May’s staff was committed to getting the 
men out as much as possible. They joined a 
Monday night bowling league. They all had library 
cards and enjoyed movies and Celtics games. 

In 2006, when Kevin was in his early 50s, he 
began having significant problems with his hip. 
He would lose his footing; he started falling and 
became fearful of getting hurt. He now needed 
a wheelchair, but clung to his independence as 
much as he could. May arranged for PT at his day 
program, and staff did exercises with him at home. 

“We all wanted Kevin to be able to remain here 
and be safe,” says Barbara. “May said, we’re there 
with you. We’ll staff him while he’s in the hospital. 
24/7. The hip surgery, recovery, and rehab took 
nine months. Then he had to wear a huge leg 
brace, which required a lot more assistance. I 
thought they would say he cannot stay here, but 
they never said a word.”

Then came the diagnosis of kidney failure. The 
staff continued to step up, especially in the last 

18 months of Kevin’s life and through countless 
medical appointments. It required a lot of 
coordination. Not only to accommodate Kevin’s 
needs but also to maintain the level of care for the 
others. 

When hospice got involved to assist with end-of-
life care, it was a big change for the team. Some 
had been through this before, but there was a 
lot to learn and it could become overwhelming. 
Staff received additional training and assistance 
from our Nursing department, and everyone was 
committed to working together with hospice, as a 
team.

“At the end we were discussing dialysis, and his 
doctor suggested that we consider palliative 
care,” remembers Barbara. “The staff was so 
supportive: Whatever you decide. You’re his 
guardian. We’ll be with you. I thought Kevin would 
have to go to a nursing home… and that’s where 
his life would end, in an institution again. But 
no. The staff wouldn’t let that happen. This is his 
home. This is his family. Danny and Paul would be 
so upset. And they took care of him 24/7. So he 
could spend the rest of his life in a place where he 
was known and loved.” 

On June 19th Kevin died peacefully at home, 
surrounded by the staff — “his family, like angels,” 
says Barbara. “From beginning to end, over 25 
years, it was a wonderful partnership that became 
a family and lifted everybody’s hearts, always. 
May is a beacon of hope for families. Right from 
the start, I was heard. They gave Kevin a life with 
happiness and stimulation. Fulfillment.”
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Benefactors Circle 
$50,000 +

Kessler Foundation

Guardians Circle 
$30,000–$49,999

Brown & Brown of Massachusetts
Cummings Foundation, Inc.

Advocates Circle 
$15,000–$29,999

Century Bank and Trust Company
Community Foundation of Western 
Massachusetts

Irene E. and George A. Davis 
Foundation

Providers Circle 
$10,000–$14,999

596 Summer Street
Sheila and Timothy Finnerty
Give with Liberty
Richard B. Gold
Janet Pawlowski and Dr. Paul 
Pawlowski

Telamon Insurance & Financial 
Network

Circle of Independence 
$5,000–$9,999

Anonymous
BayCoast Bank
Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Massachusetts

Charles E. Brandstater
Janet Casey and Neal Todrys
Doug Flutie Jr. Foundation for Autism
General Atlantic Philanthropic 
Foundation

Joan Goldberg
Ina and Lewis Heafitz
Hub International New England
Liberty Mutual Insurance
Massachusetts Department of 
Elementary & Secondary Education

Million Dollar Round Table Foundation
New England Revolution Charitable 
Foundation

Joan Solotar
Wight-Williams Production Co.

our circle of friendsOUR CIRCLE OF FRIENDS

Bold ⢷ Chatham Society Member 

Bold Italic ⢷� Sustainers Circle Member

May Institute gratefully acknowledges the individuals, corporations, 
foundations, and community partners whose generosity ensures that individuals 
with autism and other special needs will live the fullest lives possible.

Chatham Society Member ⢷�The Chatham Society recognizes individuals who consistently 
renew their commitment to our mission by making gifts in the last three consecutive fiscal years. 

Sustainers Circle Member ⢷ The Sustainers Circle recognizes donors who make recurring or 
monthly gifts to support May Institute programs and services.

Thank you for your investment in our work. 

This listing reflects all cash gifts, 
pledge payments, and in-kind 
donations of $100 and above, 
recorded during fiscal year 2017 
(July 1, 2016–June 30, 2017). 
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Circle of 
Dignity 
$3,000–$4,999

Anderson Plumbing & 
Heating

David Anderson
Autism Services Grant 
Council

Barnes Group Foundation
Blue Hills Bank Charitable 
Foundation

Lee Ann Fatalo
Hays Insurance Brokerage
Ellen and Craig Hollis
Dr. Ann D. Kailath and Dr. 
George C. Verghese

Denise and John Murphy
Judith L. Swahnberg and 
Carl H. Novotny

Peter G. Gombosi Memorial 
Fund for Autism Research 
& Service

Tracy A. Ryan
State Street Matching Gift 
Program

The Scheidel Foundation
Martha Sloan Felch
Q. Sophie Yang
Kathleen and Stephen 
Young

Circle of 
Respect 
$1,955–$2,999

Anonymous
Julie and Christopher 
Barker

Debra and Brian Blair
Norah and Daniel Blaney
Damon Cartelli
Casner & Edwards, LLP
Colliers International
Construction Management 
& Builders

Dorothy Gorman 
Irrevocable Trust

Equitable Bank
Fenno Trust
Janet and Jason 
Fensterstock

Flynn Wirkus Young
HEAL Foundation
Helm Construction

Jackson Lewis P.C.
Kate's Voice
Norah Wylie and Jonathan 
D. Katz

PLAN of Massachusetts and 
Rhode Island

John A. Scileppi Foundation
Dr. Lauren C. Solotar and 
Dr. David Gansler

Joy Sperry and Dr. Ralph 
Sperry

Wells Fargo Educational 
Matching Gifts Program

Lisa and Richard 
Wichmann

Sam Zeszut

Circle of Hope  
$1,000–$1,954

A. J. DeBlois Family 
Foundation

Aaron Rentals
Anonymous
Benevity Community Impact 
Fund

Terese and Kevin Brennan
BlumShapiro
C&S Wholesale Grocers
John Coburn
Ralph Colby
Diane Croft and  
Kenneth A. Davis

Cummings Properties
Janis and Paul Cunningham
Carol and John DeBlois
Ann and Peter Demos
Nancy and Douglas 
Edwards

Elks Lodge of Randolph
Joan and Michael Emmi
Michaelene and Philip 
Fogli

Jocelyn Frederick
John Gahan, Esq.
Michelle Hunt
Sandra Keleher-Baxter
Nan Leonard
Sabrina and Michael 
Manno

Max's Catering
Elizabeth and Ashton 
McCombs

Kathy and John 
McGuinness

Carol A. Molina

MyTech Solutions
Nancy Nager
Pamela and Robert Nation
Ronald Petraitis
Nancy E. Piesco and 
Robert F. Putnam

QBS, Inc.
Manjari Gadi and Saravan 
Rajendran

Carl Rehbein
Karen Ricciato and  
Dr. Donald Ricciato

Risk Strategies Company
Amy and Walter Schaeffler
Debra Schechterle
Dr. Pamela Stiefvater and 
Mr. John W. Garner

Stuart Subotnick
The Hartford Steam Boiler 
Inspection and Insurance 
Company

The Kraft Group
Mary Tiernan
Tony Williams Dance Studio
Robert Whittlesey
Zygmunt Winiarski
WORK Inc.
Peggy and Robert Yelton

Circle of 
Innovation
$500–$999

Anonymous
Abby and George Arnott
Association of Concrete 
Contractors of New York

Peggy and Russ Bateson
Boston Celtics
Lindsay Brogan
Cape Cod Times
Citizens Charitable 
Foundation

Kaiulani Cole
Stephanie Dale
Danny Foundation for 
Autism

Rena and Vicente 
DelGaudio

Adam Devine
Claudia and Edward 
Doheney

Dr. Deidre L. Donaldson 
and Mr. Robert J. Paschke

Mariana Eizayaga

Risa Eldridge
Elite Envelope & Graphics
Caryl and Paul Falvey
Barbara A. Falvey
Fran and Anthony 
Gesamondo

Dana T. Graves, M.D.
Haemonetics
Harbor Light Toy Company
HM Payson
Hua J. Li
Chau M. Huynh and Van 
Nguyen

Colleen and James 
Immormino

Michael A. Interbartolo, Jr.
Kristin Jellison
Knights of Columbus-Santa 
Cruz Council #971

Kim and Jeff Liguori
Laurel and Terrence Link
Eric Lunden
Carmen Mattuchio
Dr. Michael M. May
Judy McAfee
Kathleen M. McCarthy
Jesse Gonzalez and Mike 
McGuiness

Heidi and Christopher 
Meyers

Jill and Ronald Murphy
Mary Ellen Neylon and 
Charles T. O'Neill

Theresa and Dennis 
Orsinger

Sara and Suresh 
Padmanabhan

Donna Perry
Mary Petricone and Farhad 
Zarinetchi

Nicole J. Proulx
Pamela Raymond
Mary C. Skinner
Aurora and Douglas 
Smellie

Kelley and Michael St. Clair
Stacy's Pita Chip Company
Jennifer Stecker and Dr. 
Michael Stecker

Gregory Susco
Tidal Waves Auto Spa
Wegman's Food Markets
Stacie and Jeff Wenger
A. Doris Wigren
Joseph Wineroth
Laurie Zeszut
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Circle of Promise 
$250–$499

AmazonSmile Foundation
Dr. Cynthia Anderson
Beasley Media Group
Ben & Jerry's South Shore 
Place

Lucille and Mark Berlin
Bertuccis
Big Y Foods, Inc.
Boston Bruins Foundation
Boston Harbor Cruises
Jeff Burgess
Brian S. Cantwell
Brian Carbone
Nancy Chisholm
Jane Cohen
Susan Daileader
Tracy Davis
Barry DeCristofano
Charles and Patricia Doherty
Julia Downing
DuroLast Roofing
Brian Dwight
Arlene and Michael Flatto
Louise Flynn
Four Points by Sheraton 
Norwood Hotel and 
Conference Center

Gerard F. Bliss, Inc.
Barbara and Chris 
Giovannoni

Andrea Gold
Graham Waste Services
Jerry D. Hand
J Grays Family Tavern
Jonathan Jaffe
Dr. Elizabeth Keating-Cohen 
and Dr. Martin Cohen

Janet M. Kelly
Krokidas & Bluestein
Kelli Leahy
Ellen and Michael Long
Samantha and Juan Lopez
T. Edward MacKinnon
Sarah Maione
Mary Lou Maloney and 
William Allan

MassMutual Financial Group
Janet Mercier
Mugar Enterprises
James Mullarkey
Neptune Web, Inc.

Lisa Markewicz and Joseph 
N. O'Brien

Eileen G. Pollack and Margo 
Plotzke

Earnest Porta
Raytheon Matching Gifts for 
Education Program

Sharon Reeder
Robert Rodoni
Roseann Russell and Robert 
J. Griffin

Georgina Segal
Jane Shamaly
Lauren Shanks
Sheraton Boston Hotel
Sheraton Springfield 
Monarch Place Hotel

Siros Restaurant
Elisabeth Snyder
Thomas Stanton
Sandi Stoltenkamp
LeAnne Sugimoto
Shawn Sullivan
Dawn and James Tallaksen
Ryan J. Tatreau
United Way California Capital 
Region

United Way of 
Massachusetts Bay and 
Merrimack Valley

Marlene and Thomas 
Wachtell

Blair Walters
Watsonville Coast Produce
Stacy and Richard Williams
Elizabeth A. Winters
Donna Marie and Marshall 
Wood

Circle of 
Supporters 
$100–$249

Adolfo's Restaurant
All Trust
Brooks Allen
Feda and Jihad Almaliti
Colleen Andrews
Anonymous
Sheila and Thomas Ashe
James E. Balise
Howard Barina
Susan J. Baronoff
Bass Pro Shops
John Bates

Dorothy and Stanley Bates
Belkis and Mark Beaupre
Patricia Beckman
Antonia Bellanca
Rachel and Gerard Benson
Elizabeth Birnie
April Blanchard
Sharon and John Blanchard
Blue Man Group
Nancy A. Bobowiec-Johnson
Richard Bonfiglio
Edward P. Borgatti
Bose Corporation
BOSTONBEAN Coffee 
Company

Mica Breen
Nancy Brennan
Cristina M. Brigham
Jeffrey S. Brody
Edna Brown
John S. Bruno
Douglas A. Bryant
Jennifer Buell
Julia Burgess
Lorrie and Larry Butler
Robert Byrne
Kristen Calcatera
Mr. and Mrs. John Canedy
Nanette Carrillo
James Cassetta
Center Elementary School
Michael Christian
CityStage & Symphony Hall
Doris and Gordon Colby
Connecticut's Beardsley Zoo
John R. Conroy
Loring Cook, Esq.
Kathleen and William 
Corbett

Cecile Costa
James Crane
Alan F. Crosby
James and Elise Cross
Susan Crowley
Jayne and Paul Currier
Tina D'Agostino
Marc D'Amore
Tamika D. Davis
Richard Davis
Lynn M. Demers
Justin Depasse
Tina and Stephen 
Desroches

Denise and Gerald Devine
Alyson Diebert

Ann Dodson
Brian Doherty
Christopher Donovan
Edgar Douglas
Janelle Dowling
Anonymous
Keith A. Duclos
Barbara Dunne
Deborah and Robert 
Eisenberg

Toby and David Ellis
Jean M. Enos
Ellen Epstein Cohen
Daniel J. Facciola
Maryellen Fallon
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Barry Hackett
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Sonia Tucker
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Circle of 
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$100–$249

We have made every 
effort to ensure that 
these lists are accurate 
and complete. Should 
you find an error 
or omission, please 
accept our apologies 
and notify the Office 
of Philanthropy 
at 781.437.1287 or 
giving@mayinstitute.
org.
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Faces, voices, lives at May Institute
DR. AMIRA AL RAAIDAN

Every country responding to the increasing prevalence of 
autism has its own particular hurdles to clear.
For the Sultanate of Oman in the Middle East, those hurdles include “a wide geographical distribution, 
making access difficult for diagnostic and rehabilitation services; social stigma and lack of community 
awareness, forcing parents to go outside the country for services; and very few trained specialists and 
teachers,” explains Dr. Amira Al Raaidan.

Her many titles hint at her responsibilities in Oman: Head of the Mental Health Department; Director for 
Health Education and Awareness Programs; Senior Medical Officer in the addiction unit at Al Massarah 
Hospital; Head of the Health Committee at Oman Special Olympics Association… the list goes on.

| kăt′l-ĭst |  n.
One that precipitates a 
process or event

catalyst
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Faces, voices, lives at May Institute
DR. AMIRA AL RAAIDAN

Oman shares land borders with the United Arab 
Emirates, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen. It is a country 
resolved to respond effectively to what it now 
calls the “tsunami of children with autism.”

Partially because of a lack of infrastructure to 
diagnose conditions like autism, Oman is one of 
many countries where the prevalence of autism 
is believed to be significantly underreported. 
But the signals were growing louder that the 
country would not be immune to this public health 
challenge, and would have to mobilize a response.

“Several years ago, we started seeing highly 
educated mothers leaving their jobs to look after 
their children diagnosed with autism,” explains 
Dr. Al Raaidan. “Others began traveling out of the 
country to search for solutions — for diagnosis, 
rehabilitation services, or school programs.”

Families approached the Ministries of Health, 
Social Development, and Education for help and, 
in turn, Omani leaders looked to the U.S. for 
expertise. The U.S. State Department connected 
Dr. Al Raaidan with the National Autism Center at 
May Institute, and so began our relationship with 
her and her colleagues.

Since then, a team of May’s clinical experts, 
led by Dr. Ralph B. Sperry, May Institute’s Chief 
Operating Officer and the driving force behind 
this collaboration, has been assisting Oman in 
laying the foundation needed to help the country 
effectively tackle the upsurge in autism diagnoses 
and develop effective systems of care. Under 
the auspices of the State Department, we have 
sent three teams to Oman over the past year to 
provide training to key individuals and groups. 

Psychologists, social workers, special needs 
teachers, and parents from across the country 
filled the training venues, eager for information 
about diagnosing and treating autism.

Members of the government-sponsored Autism 
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) Project are now tackling 
multiple initiatives. “In 2016, we activated early 
screening services as part of our primary health 
care system,” says Dr. Al Raaidan. “We have also 
prepared an ASD policy for intra-departmental 
use, and to guide our country’s efforts. The 
drafted policy is under review by the World Health 
Organization.”

The collaboration continues. “I believe our 
countries — Oman and the United States — share 
the goal of improving the services offered to 
children with autism and to their families,” adds 
Dr. Al Raaidan. “The National Autism Center at 
May Institute has tremendous expertise to offer 
us. We have already seen the impact of the 
trainings here over the past year. We are looking 
forward to continue learning from the knowledge 
and experience of its representatives.”

Her goal? “I hope that we can empower the 
Omani people and improve the quality of life for 
these Omani autistic children and their families,” 
she replies. “They deserve the opportunity to be 
a productive group in our society.” And the work 
won’t stop there. “Ultimately, I hope to establish a 
national center that will serve as a role model for 
our neighbors in the Gulf Cooperation Council.”

If her passion, energy, and dedication are any 
indication of future success, we are hopeful for the 
children and families of Oman.
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our people

Our Executive Leadership Team

Our services reflect the talent and expertise of our doctoral-level staff and 
hundreds of highly trained teachers, therapists, and other specialists. 

Under the guidance of an outstanding executive leadership team, our clinical experts and professional staff 
bring our values and vision to life. With many respected authorities on our own staff, May Institute benefits 
from a pool of expertise unparalleled in our field.

OUR PEOPLE

Our Board of Trustees
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Treasurer; Chief Financial  
and Administrative Officer

Ralph B. Sperry, Ph.D., ABPP
Chief Operating Officer

Lauren C. Solotar, Ph.D., ABPP
President and  
Chief Executive Officer

Robert F. Putnam, Ph.D., LABA, 
BCBA-D
Executive Vice President,  
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and Supports

Pamela Raymond, M.A., BCBA
Executive Vice President,  
Educational Services
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